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Child's Play®
When Brigg discovers a book in the library labelled ‘Do Not Read’, he cannot resist taking it home. It leads him to an unexpected discovery, which brings brightness and beauty to the inhabitants of a previously dull and dismal world.

A deceptively simple and haunting story, beautifully and mysteriously illustrated, set in a bleak future metropolis.

“A poignant and affecting book, simply written and beautifully illustrated.”

Gervase Phinn, Author

“This is a book for all ages, certainly one for me—a book that you must look at again and again, and share with all your friends. It really does remind us that books can work magic!”

Wendy Cooling, Children’s Book Consultant
THE FLOWER

by John Light
illustrated by Lisa Evans
Brigg lived in a small room in a big city.
Every day, he walked through the city to work.
Brigg worked in the library, where dangerous books were stored.
the library,
books were stored.
One day, on a high shelf in a dim cellar, he found some books marked: ‘Do not read’.
So Brigg smuggled one out of the library, and took it home.
He read it in secret.
It showed pictures of the most beautiful shapes and colours, and called them flowers.
Brigg felt sad that there were no flowers in the city.

He wandered down many streets, searching for some sign of a flower.

He supposed that was why the book had been hidden away.
Brigg felt sad that there were no flowers in the city.
He supposed that was why the book had been hidden away.
He wandered down many streets, searching for some sign of a flower.
In an old part of the city, he came to a junk shop...

...and there in the window was a dusty picture of a flower.
Brigg went into the shop and bought the picture.
When he got home, he looked at the back of it. It said: ‘Seeds’. Brigg felt very excited about what they might be.

He opened the packet and tipped out seven brown wrinkled things. On the back of the picture, it said ‘Cover with earth. Water.’
Brigg collected dust from all over the city...
...until he had enough to fill a mug.
He buried the seeds in it and added water.
Nothing happened.
Brigg was very disappointed.
He thought the seeds must be dead.
He left the mug on his table.
Then, when he woke up one morning, he saw just one beautiful green shoot.

It grew and grew, and whenever he was not at work or asleep, Brigg sat and stared at the fresh green leaves.
At last the plant flowered.
Brigg was overjoyed.
At last the plant flowered
At last the plant flowered.

Brigg was overjoyed.
When Brigg got home, he cried.

But one morning, while Brigg was at work, the room cleaning system came on and the plant was sucked away.
At last, he dried his eyes. He set off to search for another picture of flowers. After many weeks, he came to the edge of the city where the dust heaps were.
At last, he dried his eyes. He set off to search for another picture of flowers.
There, at the top of one of the huge dusty slopes, Brigg found his dead flower. At first, he felt sad. But when he looked closer, he saw that there were new green shoots and flowers all around. Brigg sat and looked at them, until it was much too dark to see.

And he wondered how long it would take to fill a city with flowers.
And he wondered how long it would take to fill a city with flowers.